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VILLA 

Reading the land registry, we know that in 1720-1730 this area, where today we can find the villa with the 

garden, it resulted to belong to the Jesuits of Varese and to the Nuns of S. Maria del Monte. The 

surrounding grounds, subsequently englobed in the perimeter of the park, lawn you/they were destined 

to with cultivation of vineyards and mulberries. Dispossessed the ownership to the order of the Jesuits, in 

the 1774 Francis Torelli it purchased her/it with a non ample house, defined "country house Bullocks." 

In the 1808 Charles Torelli reconstructed the building widening it with three bodies: to the ground floor it 

prepared a silk fabric and he turned the superior plan into a residence. 

In 1902 Torelli gave the villa and the park to the noble George Mylius, an industrial men of textile 

company, who restored the whole ownership using the milan architect and landscaper Achille Majnoni of 

Intignano. 

To the death of Mylius the estate passed to a conspicuous team of heirs that in 1946 sold it to the 

industrialist Achille Cattaneo, which brought further transformations. Additionally to the central body it 

was realized an elegant porch, surmounted from balcony with baluster. 

In 1952 began the work to build a swimming pool, planned by the famous landscapist Pietro Porcinai, who 

had also, in his interior, a lot of aquatic plants. 

In December 2007 the whole complex was given to the Common of Varese by the Foundation Babini 

Cattaneo and they entitled the park to the memory of Achille Cattaneo. 

 

 



 

THE PARK 

The evolution of the park followed various personal and aesthetical tastes of the owners. And it’s  possible 

to hypothesize that since the beginning of the eight hundred on the balcony in front of the principal façade 

of the villa there was an italian parterre decorated with gardens, statues of fauns, vases and balusters. 

The garden, sets at the basis of the hill of the Miogni Inferiori, in ist new landscape-romantic form, bornt 

by renovation works commissioned by George Mylius to the architect Majnoni, during the first years of 

the Nine hundred on the preexisting rural piece of ground to forage lawns, grapevines and mulberries to 

breed the silk worms of Torelli’s family.  It remains a huge garden with exotic conifers and typical 

Mediterranean trees. It i salso possible to admire beech trees, platans, cork tree and holm oak, Japanese 

sophore, cedars of Lebanon and Morocco, American redwoods, a Ginko Biloba, palms of the Manciuria. 

It’s also valuable also the autochtonous exemplary of chestnut tree. 
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